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Abstract—We assess the estimation of ionospheric scintillation
induced effects on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
receivers for scintillation monitoring and mitigation. We propose
a monitoring algorithm composed of frequency locked loops
(FLL) observables filtering based on the complementary frequency content of their linear approximation. The algorithm
is employed to traditional and Kalman FLLs exploiting their
architectures to provide scintillation phase estimates. We also
propose a discriminator-based and an extended Kalman phase
locked loop (PLL) using independent kinematic process models
for the scintillation phase and amplitude to improve robustness
to scintillation effects in carrier synchronization. Simulations
with synthetic severe scintillation data show the capability of
the proposed monitoring algorithm to provide scintillation phase
estimates with performance comparable to the proposed Kalman
PLLs that explicitly model scintillation effects. Furthermore, we
show that the proposed Kalman PLLs to mitigate the scintillation
effects achieve advanced Doppler phase and scintillation amplitude estimation performance compared to an extended Kalman
PLL with an autoregressive (AR) scintillation process model,
with comparable scintillation phase estimation performance. The
proposed Kalman PLLs have the additional benefits of not
requiring parameter identification of AR models and allowing
to constrain the extended filter to handle polarity inversions in
scintillation amplitude estimates.
Index Terms—Ionospheric scintillation, GNSS, amplitude and
phase estimation, frequency locked loop (FLL), Kalman FLL,
Kalman PLL.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

RANSIENT fluctuations of electron content inside regions of the ionosphere interact with propagating radio
waves, resulting in scintillation. For global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS) in particular, ionospheric scintillation can
have a significant impact on the availability, accuracy, continuity, and integrity of the positioning for users of such systems.
The signal processing channels in a GNSS receiver perform
carrier and code delay tracking of GNSS satellite signals.
Regarding the received signal carrier, ionospheric scintillation
is one source of amplitude and phase variations adding up to
the line-of-sight (LOS) dynamics, introducing disturbances to
GNSS tracking algorithms in the receiver that in many cases
cause a reduction of precision in the positioning and eventually
in the loss of lock of GNSS signals. Such disturbances
may be induced for short periods by severe scintillation,
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in equatorial and high-latitude regions [1]. The equatorial
region experiences the most significant activity, with severe
scintillation resulting in rapid amplitude and phase variations
with deep amplitude fades for short periods, depending on
factors such as solar activity, geomagnetic activity, latitude,
carrier frequency, and daytime [2]. Thereby the detection,
monitoring, and mitigation of ionospheric scintillation effects
in a GNSS receiver are challenging from the signal processing
perspective [1].
High accuracy carrier tracking is vital for positioning accuracy improvement in modern receivers applying carrier-based
positioning such as real-time kinematics (RTK) and precise
point positioning (PPP) [3], [4]. Especially in the carrier
tracking, the scintillation effects are more pronounced and the
estimation of the amplitude and phase variations induced by
scintillation is important, on the one hand, to increase the
tracking loop robustness to those effects, and on the other
hand for scintillation detection and monitoring. Originally, the
traditional tracking loop structures implemented with phase
locked loops (PLL) and/or frequency locked loops (FLL) are
not directly providing estimates of scintillation amplitude or
phase variations. Their parameters are fixed and adjusted for
LOS-only tracking. Robustness can be improved via the tuning
of parameters such as noise bandwidth [5] in PLLs or employing an FLL-assisted PLL structure [6], for example. In the
case of ionospheric scintillation monitoring, usually, a static
receiver with a known position and precise reference oscillator provides estimates of the LOS dynamics with additional
accurate information, such as the clock biases and ephemeris
of the tracked satellites [7], [8]. It is important to have highly
reliable receivers to isolate the scintillation induced effects
from the LOS dynamics tracked by the receivers. Scintillation
monitoring stations are deployed for different purposes, such
as space weather research [9] and as infrastructure for aircraft
instrument landing systems [10].
The Kalman filter has been successfully employed in GNSS
carrier tracking loops with this intent. Early applications
involved suboptimal computation of the Kalman gains by
solving only the steady-state Riccati equation, as in [11].
Typically a constant gain Kalman filter structure is chosen
when the simplicity of the suboptimal solution is more convenient than the computational load to perform the real-time
update of the gains. A Kalman filter PLL was employed
with LOS and clock error state variables, and measurement
noise adjusted as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio C/N0 ,
allowing better phase tracking during the power fades and
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phase dynamics induced by scintillation when compared to
a constant bandwidth loop [12]. The introduction of models
representing the scintillation dynamics in the received signal
into the Kalman filter formulation enabled decoupling both
scintillation and LOS contributions to overcome the limitations
of techniques that only adjust the level of uncertainty in
models accounting for states related to the LOS dynamics, e.g.,
based on an estimate of C/N0 [1]. Ionospheric scintillation is
typically modeled as an autoregressive (AR) process. In [13],
the parameters are identified a priori in an offline procedure,
the measurement noise covariance is online adapted based on
an C/N0 estimator and a discriminator-based Kalman filter
PLL structure estimating the scintillation phase is employed. In
[14], an extended Kalman filter PLL structure with two outputs
related to the inphase/quadrature (I/Q) branches and estimation
of both scintillation amplitude and phase is employed, with the
parameters of the AR model identified offline and adaptive
measurement noise covariance update. This concept is generalized in [15] with an extended Kalman filter with increased
complexity including online identification of the AR model
parameters and online updating of the process noise covariance
matrix based on the identification statistics. Other techniques
also consider adaptive Kalman filtering with online adaptive
estimation of the AR scintillation model parameter, as in [16],
where a dual Kalman filter was applied. The scintillation
phase and amplitude are estimated by a first Kalman filter.
They are then used as measurements in the second Kalman
filter to estimate the parameters of the respective AR process.
Afterward, the LOS and scintillation phase error estimates
are then fed back into the carrier signal replica generator
by a linear quadratic Gaussian control approach. Especially
for ionospheric monitoring, a (dual) Kalman smoother can
be applied to further improve the estimates of scintillation
amplitude and phase [17].
In this work, we explore scintillation phase and amplitude
estimation for scintillation monitoring and mitigation. First,
we consider carrier tracking loop structures for LOS tracking
only, i.e., structures that do not explicitly account for the scintillation induced effects, but rather are designed for tracking
the combination of LOS dynamics and scintillation induced
variations present in the incoming signal and could be easily
implemented in a state-of-the-art receiver of a monitoring
station performing carrier synchronization. We consider a
traditional FLL, which is composed of elements such as a
linear loop filter, a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO),
and a frequency discriminator, as well as a discriminator-based
Kalman FLL. To perform ionospheric monitoring, we exploit
the frequency content characteristics of both the traditional
and the Kalman FLL based on the linear approximation of
their tracking loops to propose an algorithm for estimating
the phase variations induced by scintillation. The algorithm
is composed of linear filtering of prompt I/Q correlator data
of a FLL with a noncoherent delay locked loop (DLL) and
loop filter observables of the FLL. It is designed to recover
the complementary information in the frequency domain based
on the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity transfer functions of the respective closed-loop linear approximation. It can
easily be either added to an already implemented traditional

or Kalman FLL in a receiver for online estimation to feed
a scintillation monitor or can be employed in data postprocessing if the observables are stored. The filters’ parameters
can be adjusted to delimit the frequency band of interest, as
is typically done in batch post-processing with Butterworth
filters [18].
Secondly, for ionospheric scintillation monitoring and mitigation, we propose two Kalman filter PLLs for carrier synchronization with increased robustness to scintillation induced
effects: a discriminator-based Kalman PLL and an extended
Kalman PLL. The discriminator-based Kalman PLL model includes the dynamics of the scintillation phase and the extended
Kalman PLL model includes the dynamics of scintillation
phase and amplitude, in addition to the LOS dynamics in
both cases. Scintillation phase and amplitude are modeled by
a suitable kinematic process model [19], and are considered
independent to the LOS dynamics, which are also modeled
by a kinematic process model. Compared to the AR process
model, this process model allows a simpler formulation, since
parameter identification is not required. Furthermore, the kinematic consistency among its state variables allows to naturally
impose constraints in the filter iterations to prevent a negative
scintillation amplitude estimate with corresponding half-cycle
phase shift estimate in the extended Kalman filter formulation.
We assess the performance of the proposed algorithms for
scintillation monitoring and mitigation via numerical simulations by adding synthetic severe scintillation variations
generated by the Cornell Scintillation Model (CSM) [20] to
simulated baseband (BB) GPS L1 C/A code signal input data
and comparing the algorithms’ results regarding the estimation
of scintillation induced effects and the LOS tracking to the
results of state-of-the-art adaptive extended Kalman PLL with
online parameter identification of the scintillation AR process
model as defined in [15].
II. S IGNAL M ODEL
Disregarding the navigation message, a GNSS BB signal
received from one satellite with bandwidth B can be given by
its I/Q components
(
I(t) = A(t)c(t − τ (t)) cos(φT (t)) + nI (t)
(1)
Q(t) = A(t)c(t − τ (t)) sin(φT (t)) + nQ (t),
where A(t) is the signal amplitude, c(t − τ (t)) is a binary
pseudorandom sequence delayed by τ (t), and φT (t) is the total
carrier phase, including Doppler frequency shift, reference
oscillator offset, and other sources of phase variations, such
as ionospheric scintillation. So the complex BB signal is
s(t) = I(t) + jQ(t),

(2)

and nI (t) ∈ R and nQ (t) ∈ R are the independent noise
processes of the complex Gaussian white noise
n(t) = nI (t) + jnQ (t),

(3)

each with power spectral density N0 /2. Considering only
a scintillation induced term multiplicative in amplitude and
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additive in phase ρ(t)ejφ(t) and a LOS amplitude A0 (t), the
signal amplitude can be written as
A(t) = A0 (t)ρ(t)

(4)

where H denotes Hermitian of a matrix or vector. Considering
that τ [k] ≈ τ̂ [k] we get
y[k] =

and the signal total phase as
φT (t) = φD (t) + φ(t),

(5)

where φD (t) is the phase related to the Doppler frequency
shift while disregarding other sources of phase variations. The
phase φD (t) is the integral of the angular Doppler frequency
fD (t)
Z t
φD (t) =
fD (t̃) dt̃
(6)
t0

which can be approximated by a Taylor series in a sufficiently
short period of time in relation to the LOS dynamics. Truncation of the series after the second order term can represent
constant Doppler frequency drift in the LOS signal, and yields
φD (t) = φD (t0 )+fD (t0 )(t−t0 )+(1/2)aD (t0 )(t−t0 )2 , (7)
where aD (t) is the Doppler frequency drift. The complex BB
signal (2) sampled with sampling frequency fs = T1s = 2B,
n = 0, . . . , N − 1, and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∈ Z+ can be given as
s((kN + n)Ts ) =A((kN + n)Ts ) c((kN + n)Ts − τ (nTs ))
ejφT ((kN +n)Ts ) + n((kN + n)Ts ),

(8)

where N = fs TI samples are collected for the k-th coherent
integration period of duration TI . Assuming that A(t), φ(t),
fD (t), and τ (t) are approximately constant over one coherent
integration period, the discrete input sequence can be written
in vector form as
s[k] = A[k]ejφ[k] (c[k; τ [k]]

d[k; fD [k]]) + n[k],

(9)

where
T

s[k] = [s(kN Ts ), . . . , s((kN + N − 1)Ts )]

T

n[k] = [n(kN Ts ), . . . , n((kN + N − 1)Ts )]

(10)
(11)

c[k; τ [k]] = [c(kN Ts − τ [k]),
T

. . . , c((kN + N − 1)Ts − τ [k])]
h
d[k; fD [k]] = ej(fD [k]kN Ts +φD [k]) ,
iT
. . . , ej(fD [k](kN +N −1)Ts +φD [k]) ,

n=0

The zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise ηD [k] has
variance ση2D = σn2 /N , where σn2 = 2BN0 is the variance
of n((kN + n)Ts ). With δφD [k] = φD [k] − φ̂D [k] and
δfD [k] = fD [k] − fˆD [k] we can derive an approximate
expression for the prompt correlator output after mixing with
the carrier generated by the receiver as 1

y[k] = A[k]sinc

(13)

(14)



e−j(φ[k]+δφD [k])

with ση2D = ση2D = ση2D /2. Further simplifying by disreI
Q
garding the term in δfD [k] leads to the nonlinear measurement
equations commonly employed in the extended Kalman filter
[14], [15] with
(
yI [k] = ρ[k] cos (−φ[k] − δφD [k]) + ηDI [k]
(18)
yQ [k] = ρ[k] sin (−φ[k] − δφD [k]) + ηDQ [k].
Application of the four quadrant arctangent εP [k]
−atan2[yQ [k], yI [k]] yields
εP [k] = φ[k] + δφD [k] + ηA [k],

=
(19)

where ηA [k] is the noise at the output of the four quadrant
arctangent, with variance ση2A that can be computed by approximate expression as shown in [21]. An estimation of the
rate of εP [k] can be obtained by the frequency discriminator
[22]
εD [k] = −

εP [k] − εP [k − 1]
atan2 [cross, dot]
=
TI
TI

(20)

where cross = yQ [k]yI [k − 1] − yQ [k − 1]yI [k] and dot =
yI [k]yI [k − 1] + yQ [k]yQ [k − 1].
PN −1

sin(N z/2)

ejnz = ej(N −1)z/2 sin(z/2) ≈ N ej(N −1)z/2 sinc
sinc(t) = sin(πt)/(πt) and z = −δfD [k]Ts .
1

d[k; fˆD [k]]),

−δfD [k]Ts
2π

e−j[(N −1)Ts /2]δfD [k] + ηD [k]. (16)


If |δfD [k]Ts |  1, sinc −δfD2π[k]TS ≈ 1. For an unitary
amplitude of the carrier undisturbed by scintillation, A[k] =
ρ[k] and (N − 1)Ts ≈ TI , we can write the I/Q components
of y[k] = yI [k] + jyQ [k] as



TI


yI [k] = ρ[k] cos −φ[k] − δφD [k] −
δfD [k]


2




+ ηDI [k]
 (17)


TI


δf
[k]
y
[k]
=
ρ[k]
sin
−φ[k]
−
δφ
[k]
−
D
D
 Q

2



+ ηDQ [k],

(12)

and denotes element-by-element multiplication of two vectors (Hadamard-Schur product). In the same way, all internal
tracking loop variables running at fs can also be represented
as N × 1 vectors.
The result of the prompt correlation with the code c[k; τ̂ [k]]
generated by an estimate of the time-delay τ̂ [k] after mixing
with the carrier d[k; fˆD [k]] generated by a Doppler phase
φ̂D [k] and frequency fˆD [k] estimate can be given by
1
y[k] = sH [k](c[k; τ̂ [k]]
N

A[k] −j(φ[k]+φD [k]−φ̂D [k])
e
N
N
−1
X
ˆ
e−j(fD [k]−fD [k])nTs + ηD [k]. (15)

n=0



z
2π



,
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^

III. L INEAR A PPROXIMATION OF A T RADITIONAL FLL
The term “traditional” is used here to refer to code, phase
or frequency tracking loops implemented with loop filters and
numeric controlled oscillators (NCO) in closed-loop. Their linear approximations are useful for the purposes of filter design
and analysis, providing means to evaluate their behaviour in
the frequency domain, once the nonlinear tracking loop is
operating inside a region where the linear approximation is
considered to be valid. A traditional FLL with a noncoherent
DLL receiver is shown in Figure 1, where e[k] ∈ RN ×1 ,
l[k] ∈ RN ×1 , and p[k] ∈ RN ×1 collect the sampled early, late,
and prompt code replicas. The DLL and FLL include a NCO.
Each correlator branch includes an integrate and dump (I&D)
block, and [Ie [k], Qe [k]]T , [Il [k], Ql [k]]T , and [Ip [k], Qp [k]]T
are, respectively, the early, late, and prompt output I/Q samples
at the kth integration period.

NCO

^[k]

[k]

Loop
filter

Code
discriminator

^[k]

[IE[k], QE[k]]T

fD(z)

z

fD(z)

Carrier
generator

fD[k]

NCO

^
fD[k]

+_

fD(z)

^

fD(z)

GFLL(z)

(TI2 ωn2 + 2ξωn TI ) − 2ξωn TI z −1
,
1 − 2z −1 + z −2

(21)

[IP[k], QP[k]]T

fD[k]
^

D(z)

with
√ damping ratio ξ and natural frequency ωn . Typically, ξ =
1/ 2 and ωn is the design parameter. A third order loop filter
has the following Z transform

Frequency
discriminator
D[k]

^

(b) Simplified.

GF LL (z) =

I&D

^

TI
1-z-1

GFLL(z)

Fig. 2. FLL linear approximation.

[IL[k], QL[k]]T

I&D

ej

fD(z)

[24]. A second order loop filter has the following Z transform

e[k] p[k] l[k]

sH[k]

1-z-1
TI

(a) Complete.

Code
generator

I&D

(z)
+_

FLL Loop
filter

Fig. 1. Traditional FLL/DLL receiver.

Neglecting the coupling between the code and carrier loops,
a linear approximation in the discrete-time domain for the FLL
can be obtained by considering the NCO block as an integrator,
and the operations of mixing the input signal with the generated carrier replica, correlation, and frequency discriminator
computation as the difference fD [k] − fˆD [k] = δfD [k]. With
these assumptions, we can establish the block diagram as
shown in Figure 2 for the linear approximation of the FLL in
the Z domain. Figure 2a shows the detailed block diagram. The
frequency discriminator provides the Doppler shift error signal
δfD (z) and GF LL (z) encompasses the loop filter and the
NCO. The remaining integrator represents the replica carrier
generation from the Doppler frequency shift estimate, as the
loop is presented in terms of the total phase. A simplified
block diagram in terms of Doppler frequency shift only can
be obtained removing the derivative and integration blocks, as
shown in Figure 2b. The loop filter transfer function, including
the NCO integrator, is typically of second or third order [23],

(TI3 ω03 + a3 TI2 ω02 + b3 TI ω0 )
+ (−a3 TI2 ω02 − 2b3 TI ω0 )z −1 + TI b3 ω0 z −2
,
GF LL (z) =
1 − 3z −1 + 3z −2 − z −3
(22)
where typically a3 = 1.1 and b3 = 2.4 and ω0 is the design
parameter. Working with a 2nd order loop filter, the closed loop
has the following transfer function for the Doppler frequency
shift
fˆD
(TI ωn2 + 2ξωn ) + (−TI ωn2 − 4ξωn )z −1 + 2ξωn z −2
(z) =
.
φT
(TI2 ωn2 + 2ξωn TI + 1) + (−2ξωn TI − 2)z −1 + z −2
(23)
The expanded block diagram of Figure 2b is shown in Figure
3, where the internal states of the closed loop are depicted
explicitly. The output of the upstream integrator, the state
ˆ
f˙D1 (z), is an estimate of the Doppler frequency drift, but the
zeros of its transfer function are different from the zeros of
ˆ
the transfer function of f˙D (z), which is given by the integral
of fˆD (z). The error signal in terms of phase in Figure 2a is

fD(z)

.
^

fD(z)
TI
1
+
1-z-1
+

2
n

+_

2

.
^

n

Fig. 3. Simplified FLL linear approximation expanded.

fD(z)

^
fD(z)
TI
-1
1-z
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δφ(z) = φT (z) − φ̂D (z)
TI
= φT (z) −
fˆD (z)
1 − z −1
!
TI fˆD
= 1−
(z) φT (z).
1 − z −1 φT

(24)
(25)

filter, f (x[k − 1]) and/or h(x[k]) are nonlinear functions of
the states, whose Jacobians
F[k − 1] =

(26)

Therefore, for the 2nd order loop filter, the transfer function
for δφ(z) is
!
TI fˆD
δφ
(z) = 1 −
(z)
φT
1 − z −1 φT

∂f
∂x

, H[k] =
x=x̂[k−1]

∂h
∂x

(32)
x=x̂[k|k−1]

are employed in the prediction and update equations of the
extended Kalman filter.
The Kalman FLL for LOS dynamics tracking employing
the kinematic process model given in [19] with

T
xD [k] = fD [k] aD [k]
(33)

has the following state transition and state covariance matrices
1 − 2z −1 + z −2
 3



.
TI /3 TI2 /2
1 TI
2
(TI2 ωn2 + 2ξωn TI + 1) + (−2ξωn TI − 2)z −1 + z −2
FD =
, QD = σaD
,
(34)
TI2 /2
TI
0 1
(27)
This phase error has information content in the frequency after truncation of (6) at the second order term and with
domain that is complementary to the integral of the Doppler Gaussian acceleration variance σ 2 .
aD
frequency shift estimate fˆD (z). This can be verified by adding
Considering a discriminator-based Kalman filter, the innothe integral of (23) to (27), yielding
vations sequence is formed by (20), providing an estimation
−1
ˆ
of frequency error. Therefore, the observation matrix for the
fD (z)TI /(1 − z ) + δφ(z)
= 1.
(28) LOS-only FLL is
φT (z)


HD = 1 0 .
(35)
ˆ˙
This property also holds for the double integral of fD (z), but
The block diagram of a receiver with a discriminator-based
ˆ
not for the double integral of f˙D1 (z).
Kalman filter FLL and a traditional noncoherent DLL is shown
=

in Figure 4.
IV. K ALMAN FLL FOR LOS- ONLY T RACKING
The state vector to be estimated by the Kalman filter is
x[k] ∈ RP ×1 . In the more general case of the extended
Kalman filter, the state evolution and the measurement equations are formed by nonlinear functions according to the
discrete system equations

^[k]

[k]

Loop
filter

Code
discriminator

^[k]

[IE[k], QE[k]]T

[IL[k], QL[k]]T

Code
generator
e[k] p[k] l[k]

x[k] = f (x[k − 1]) + ν[k]

(29)

y[k] = h(x[k]) + n[k],

I&D

where f ∈ RP ×1 and h ∈ RM ×1 are nonlinear functions of the
state vector x[k] ∈ RP ×1 , y[k] ∈ RM ×1 is the measurement
vector, ν[k] ∈ RP ×1 and n[k] ∈ RM ×1 are independent
Gaussian process and measurement noises whose covariance
matrices are Q ∈ RP ×P and R ∈ RM ×M , respectively. The
propagation step and the update step of the Kalman filter can
be given as
x̂[k|k − 1] = f (x̂[k − 1])

(30)

P[k|k − 1] = F[k − 1]P[k − 1]FT [k − 1] + Q
and
T

NCO

T

−1

K[k] = P[k|k − 1]H [k](H[k]P[k|k − 1]H [k] + R)
P[k] = (I − K[k]H[k])P[k|k − 1]
x̂[k] = x̂[k|k − 1] + K[k]{y[k] − h(x̂[k|k − 1])}.

(31)
The measurement residual or innovation is ε[k] = y[k] −
h(x̂[k|k − 1]), P[k] ∈ RP ×P is the state covariance matrix
and K[k] ∈ RP ×M is the Kalman gain. In the case of the
Kalman filter, the process and measurement equations are
linear functions of the state vector, so that f (x[k − 1]) =
Fx[k − 1] with F ∈ RP ×P and h(x[k]) = Hx[k] with
H ∈ RM ×P , respectively. In the case of the extended Kalman

I&D
sH[k]

[IP[k], QP[k]]T

I&D

Frequency
discriminator
D[k]

Carrier
generator

^

fD[k|k-1] ^
xD[k|k-1]

FD[k-1]

z-1

+
+

KD[k]

^
xD[k|k]

Fig. 4. Kalman FLL/traditional DLL receiver.

A linear approximation for the Kalman FLL of Figure 4
with gain

T
KD [k] = KD,1 [k] KD,2 [k]
(36)
can be obtained in the same manner as for the traditional FLL.
The Kalman FLL has the same simplified representation of the
FLL presented in Figure 3, substituting 2ξωn by KD,1 [k] and
ωn2 by KD,2 [k]. Continuous/discrete equivalence of Kalman
filter equations can be found in [25], [26]. The difference
between both second order filters is that the traditional FLL
filter has fixed parameters while the parameters of the Kalman
FLL are time-varying and computed according to the optimality premises of the Kalman filter. The state estimates
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fˆD [k] = fˆD (kTI ) and âD [k] = âD (kTI ) of the Kalman
ˆ
FLL are equivalent to fˆD (kTI ) and f˙D1 (kTI ) of the linear
approximation, respectively. The discrete equivalent estimate
ˆ
for f˙D (kTI ) in the Kalman filter is, correcting for the update
rate TI for continuous/discrete equivalence [25]:
ˆ
f˙D [k] = âD [k] + KD,1 [k]εD [k]/TI .

(37)

V. S CINTILLATION M ONITORING BASED ON LOS- ONLY
FLL S
The structure of the proposed signal processing algorithm
for scintillation monitoring is based on the LOS dynamics
tracking loops presented in Figures 1 and 4 for the traditional
and Kalman FLL, respectively. Both tracking loops do not
separate the part of the phase related to the LOS dynamics and the part induced by ionospheric scintillation of the
incoming signals, performing carrier synchronization of the
total phase. Surely, there are differences between traditional
and Kalman filter tracking loops in terms of robustness to
scintillation [12], [27], but regardless of these differences,
our proposed algorithm for scintillation monitoring exploits
both loops equivalently to provide estimates of the scintillation
phase.
The proposed scintillation monitoring algorithm does not
interfere in the existing traditional FLL or Kalman FLL
designed for LOS tracking in a receiver, regardless of the
design parameters of the filters. Once the I/Q outputs from the
prompt correlator and the Doppler frequency shift estimate are
available or can be derived from other available observables,
the algorithm can be employed for offline post-processing of
the data or can be implemented in the receiver without changing its current structure, just appending the signal processing
to provide online scintillation estimates. This is the case for
ionospheric monitoring receivers, that provide estimates of
LOS phase evolution based on a known static receiver position
and, typically, with a very precise reference oscillator.
Application of a phase discriminator on [IP [k], QP [k]]T
provides a signal whose linear approximation in discrete
domain is δφ[k] in Figure 2a, which is the integral of the
frequency error δfD [k] in Figure 2, computed by the frequency
discriminator of the FLL. Typically, the phase discriminator employed in phase tracking loops is the two-quadrant
arc tangent (Costas loop), that would generate δφ[k] =
−atan[QP [k]/IP [k]] in the interval [−π/2, π/2]. Instead, we
consider the total scintillation phase variation in the full circle
[−π, π], generating δφ[k] = −atan2[QP [k], IP [k]]. In the
problem formulation, from (1) on, we discard the navigation
message bits of the received signal. Therefore, we consider the
existence of a navigation bit transition detector in the receiver
to avoid half cycle spurious transitions in δφ[k].
Considering constant uncertain Doppler frequency drift, the
LOS dynamics can be suitably approximated by the series
expansion truncated at the 2nd order term in (7). This is
the case, for example, for static receivers on ground. In the
ˆ
traditional or Kalman FLL, f˙D [k] becomes biased, which, for
the traditional FLL, is the loop filter output just prior to the
NCO in Figure 1 or which can be derived for the Kalman

FLL according to (37). Since the FLL is closing the loop
in frequency, δφ[k] may also become biased in the initial
transient.
Our proposed scintillation monitor takes the complementary
ˆ
information from δφ[k] and f˙D [k] by adding the high frequency content in δφ[k] to the low frequency content of the
ˆ
double integral approximation of f˙D [k], handling the biases
built up and the double integral divergence due to small errors
related to nonlinearities, noise, and other sources by only
considering the frequency band of interest.
A. Traditional FLL
The scintillation monitor with a traditional FLL for phase
variations recovery is illustrated in Figure 5. In this figure,
the blocks with solid lines describe the traditional FLL from
Figure 1 while the blocks with dashed lines describe the scintillation monitor, that uses [IP [k], QP [k]]T from the prompt
ˆ
correlator and f˙D [k] from the loop filter. The filters in the
dashed blocks are presented in their Z transform.
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^
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1-z-1+TI
+
+

H

^[k]
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Fig. 5. Traditional FLL/DLL receiver with scintillation phase estimation.

The FLL tracks the input signal up to its bandwidth, so δφ[k]
coming from the atan2 discriminator has a frequency content
above the FLL bandwidth, added to a bias resulting from initial
filter transient. The task of the first filter applied to δφ[k] is
to wash-out the bias, and the second filter is a roll-off filter
with the task of limiting the higher frequency content. The
Doppler frequency drift estimate, which has the low frequency
content of the FLL bandwidth, is a second derivative of the
phase. Added to the closed-loop dynamics there is also the
Doppler frequency drift bias, slowly varying, dependent on the
satellite pass. The purpose of the filter FL (z) is, therefore, to
approximate the second integral while filtering out the slowly
varying bias caused by nonlinearities and other sources. FL (z),
as shown in Figure 6, is a 3rd order high-pass filter in u(z) to
y(z), where we can set a3 = 1.1 and b3 = 2.4.
The filter FL (z) is shown in the Z domain. All the filters can
be implemented by taking their Z transform or, as typically
done, by taking a discrete approximation of their integrators
[23]. The frequency limits of the scintillation monitor are
defined by ωL for the lowest frequency and ωH for the highest
frequency.
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Fig. 6. Filter FL (z).

=xφS [k]

B. Kalman FLL
The filters employed in the scintillation monitor with a
Kalman FLL are the same filters employed in the scintillation monitor with a traditional FLL. Naturally, the tuning
parameters τH , ωH and ωL may be adjusted to different
values. The only difference in the signal processing is that
ˆ
f˙D [k] must be derived as (37) from the Kalman FLL to have
complementary frequency content, since the state aD [k] in
the Kalman FLL, related to the Doppler frequency drift, is
ˆ
dynamically equivalent to f˙D1 . The Kalman FLL with the
scintillation monitoring signal processing is shown in Figure
7.
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1
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aD [k − 1]
0
1
{z
}|
{z
}
=FD

=xD [k−1]

(38)
the scintillation phase process model is



 
φ[k − 1]
φ[k]
1 TI TI2 /2
 φ̇[k]  = 0 1
TI   φ̇[k − 1]  +ν φS [k], (39)
0 0
1
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Fig. 7. Kalman FLL/traditional DLL receiver with scintillation phase estimation.

VI. S CINTILLATION M ITIGATION WITH A K ALMAN PLL
Let the LOS dynamics and scintillation induced phase and
amplitude be considered independent processes, and both LOS
and scintillation are modeled by the kinematic process equations. Then the scintillation process model can be appended to
the LOS process model, so that LOS robust tracking and scintillation phase and amplitude estimation are accomplished by a
Kalman filter. Hence, we model the LOS, scintillation phase,
and scintillation amplitude as third order Wiener processes.
Therefore, for scintillation mitigation purposes we consider a

=FφS

xφS [k−1]

and the scintillation amplitude process model is

 


ρ[k]
1 TI TI2 /2
ρ[k − 1]
 ρ̇[k]  = 0 1
TI   ρ̇[k − 1]  +ν ρS [k]. (40)
ρ̈[k]
0 0
1
ρ̈[k − 1]
| {z } |
{z
}|
{z
}
=xρS [k]

=FρS

xρS [k−1]

So the LOS state vector is formed by Doppler phase φD [k],
frequency shift fD [k] and frequency drift aD [k]. The scintillation phase state vector is formed by phase φ[k], phase
velocity φ̇[k] and phase acceleration φ̈[k] and the scintillation
amplitude state vector is formed by amplitude ρ[k], amplitude
velocity ρ̇[k] and amplitude acceleration ρ̈[k]. The process
noises ν D [k], ν φS [k], and ν ρS [k] are defined by the covariance
matrices QD = σa2D QI , QφS = σφ̈2 QI and QρS = σρ̈2S QI ,
S
respectively, where

 5
TI /20 TI4 /8 TI3 /6
(41)
QI =  TI4 /8 TI3 /3 TI2 /2 .
TI3 /6 TI2 /2
TI
The process noise covariance matrix QD for the LOS
dynamics is typically defined by σa2D = 0.2 rad2 /s5 [16].
The variances σφ̈2 and σρ̈2S are experimentally adjusted based
S
on the analysis of the data. We explore two formulations of
the Kalman PLL employing the proposed kinematic models
for the scintillation processes: the first one is discriminatorbased, where the innovations are computed directly by the
phase discriminator. In this case, the scintillation amplitude is
not part of the state vector now given as

T
T
x1 [k] = xT
.
(42)
D [k] xφS [k]
The second one is an extended Kalman filter, with the complete state vector

T
T
T
x2 [k] = xT
.
(43)
D [k] xφS [k] xρS [k]
The state transition matrices F1 and F2 for, respectively, x1
and x2 , are




FD
0
0
FD
0
0  , (44)
F1 =
, F2 =  0 FφS
0 FφS
0
0
FρS
with the respective covariance matrices



QD
0
QD
0
QφS
Q1 =
, Q2 =  0
0
QφS
0
0


0
0  . (45)
Q ρS
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In the discriminator-based Kalman filter, the innovations are
directly computed by (19), so that


H1 = 1 0 0 1 0 0 .
(46)
In case of the extended Kalman filter, we have (18) as the
nonlinear observation equations, whose linearization leads to
"





 #
ρ sin -φT 0T ρ sin -φT 0T cos -φT 0T
H2 =
,






-ρ cos -φT 0T -ρ cos -φT 0T sin -φT 0T
(47)
where ρ = ρ[k|k − 1] and φT = φ[k|k − 1] + φD [k|k −
1], from the prediction step of the Kalman filter, and 0 =

T
0 0 . The measurement noise covariance matrix for the
discriminator-based filter is defined by the atan2 discriminator
noise approximation [21]


1
1
R1 =
1+
,
(48)
2c/n0 TI
c/n0 TI
where c/n0 is the carrier to noise ratio in Hz, obtained
from C/N0 in dB-Hz as c/n0 = 10C/N0 /10 . We define
R1 by fixing the value of the carrier to noise ratio at the
relatively low value of C/N0 = 25 dB-Hz, so the covariance
is adjusted for weaker signals but is high enough to cover
stronger signals above this level. The discriminator-based filter
is chosen to be non-adaptive so we can have a simpler model,
to be compared to the more complex adaptive filters. The
measurement noise covariance matrix R2 for the extended
Kalman filter is adaptively adjusted based on C/N0 estimation,
according to [14].
A. Constraining ρ[k] to positive values in the extended
Kalman filter
For the extended Kalman filter the estimates of the scintillation amplitude can become negative due to abrupt transients in
the input signal, resulting in disturbing transients and possibly
in divergence of the extended Kalman filter. This occurs
very often in the case of deep amplitude fades occurring
during severe scintillation scenarios, depending on the level of
existing abrupt transients in the input signal and also on the
defined process and measurement noises covariance matrices
of the Kalman filter. This loss of consistency can impair the
accuracy of scintillation amplitude and phase estimates and
their mitigation in the extended Kalman filter tracking loop.
The adaptive tuning of the process noise covariance matrix
based on the parameter identification results of the scintillation
AR processes and the measurement noise covariance matrix
based on the C/N0 estimator [15] can improve the filter
robustness in this regard, but not prevent the occurrence in
all cases, depending on the level of the transients in the input
signal.
The introduction of a kinematic model for both scintillation
phase and amplitude processes provides a natural form to
exploit the kinematic relation between the variables to naturally constrain the extended Kalman filter to provide positive
amplitude estimates at each iteration, keeping consistency between scintillation amplitude and phase estimates. Considering
a complex variable P (t) = G(t)ejθ(t) ∈ C, changing the value

of G(t) ∈ R from positive to negative is equivalent to changing
θ(t) ∈ R to θ(t) ± π and keeping G(t) positive in order to
have the same value of P (t). Thus, we constrain the extended
Kalman filter scintillation amplitude and phase estimates by

−ρ̂[k|k − 1], for ρ̂[k|k − 1] < 0
ρ̂[k|k − 1] =
(49)
ρ̂[k|k − 1], else
and


φ̂[k|k − 1] + π, for ρ̂[k|k − 1] < 0
.
φ̂[k|k − 1],
else
(50)
Thus, the same predicted values by the nonlinear observation
equations and the same H2 , obtained from the Jacobian
of those equations, can be used. To keep consistency, the
ˆ
ˆ
kinematic model allows us to also invert ρ̇[k|k
−1], ρ̈[k|k
−1],
ˆ
ˆ
φ̇[k|k − 1] and φ̈[k|k − 1], if ρ̂[k|k − 1] < 0.
φ̂[k|k − 1] =

VII. E VALUATION OF THE P ROPOSED A LGORITHMS FOR
S CINTILLATION M ONITORING AND M ITIGATION
In this section the proposed algorithms for scintillation
monitoring and mitigation are evaluated by numerical simulations considering synthetic scintillation input data generated
by the CSM [20] in a severe scintillation scenario defined
by amplitude strength index S4 = 0.8 and decorrelation time
τ0 = 0.1. We consider a maximum Doppler frequency drift of
0.94 Hz/s that an on-ground static receiver would experience
based on the GPS satellites’ orbital dynamics, added to the
CSM scintillation variation data. In this work we consider GPS
L1 C/A code BB signals with B = 2.046 MHz. No navigation
bit transitions are considered and the carrier amplitude A is
unitary. The same realization of a Gaussian noise sequence is
added to the sampled I/Q signal components in all simulations
such that, for the receiver sampling frequency fs = 2B =
4.092 MHz and an unitary carrier amplitude, results in the
noise power 2BN0 for C/N0 = 45 dB-Hz. We will consider
receiving only one satellite signal with the pseudorandom
noise sequence PRN = 1. The early-late correlator spacing
of the noncoherent DLL is ∆Tc = 0.5 chips and the coherent
integration time is TI = 1 ms, integrating N = fs TI = 4092
signal samples per cycle. Therefore, the same input signal
including the same noise realization is considered for all
simulated algorithms. The results are presented in terms of
the root mean square error
v
u k
u1 X
2
(x[k] − x̂[k]) ,
(51)
RMSEx [k] = t
k i=1
with x being substituted by the analyzed parameters. In the
following we label the monitoring algorithm for scintillation
phase recovery based on the traditional FLL as TFLL-REC,
the monitoring algorithm for scintillation phase recovery based
on the Kalman FLL as KFLL-REC, the mitigation algorithm
based on the discriminator-based PLL and kinematic process
models as KPLL-sKIN, and the mitigation algorithm based
on the extended Kalman PLL with kinematic process models
and adaptive measurement covariance matrix as EKPLL-sKINADAPT. As a benchmark algorithm we consider the adaptive
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Fig. 8. Scintillation phase estimation RMSEφ .

In Figure 8 we can observe that the RMSEφ for all
algorithms is comparable. In Figure 9 we can see that as
the extended Kalman filter formulations of EKPLL-sKIN-
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Fig. 9. Scintillation amplitude estimation RMSEρ .
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extended Kalman PLL with AR scintillation model presented
in [15] and we label this algorithm as EKPLL-sAR-ADAPT in
the following.
A Kalman DLL would further reduce the noise sensitivity
of the code loop [28], [29], but as we are only interested in the
evaluation of the proposed algorithms with respect to carrier
phase estimation, we use a second order noncoherent DLL
configured with the initial time-delay estimate being the timedelay of the simulated input signal as well as with a very
small loop bandwidth and extended correlators [28] for the
early and late correlators in order to reduce the noise and
keep the code replica synchronized with the input signal, so
that approximations (18), (19) and (20) are valid. The DLL’s
√
second order loop filter is set with damping ratio ξ = 1/ 2
and noise bandwidth BnDLL = 0.02 Hz. The extended early
and late correlators use 20 noncoherent correlations.
The traditional FLL of TFLL-REC employs
a second order
√
loop filter with damping ratio ξ = 1/ 2, a noise bandwidth
BnF LL = 2 Hz, and the discriminator given in (20). The
scintillation filters’ parameters of TFLL-REC are tuned to
τH = 200 s, ωH = 2π × 50 rad/s and ωL = 2π × 10−6 rad/s,
with a3 = 1.1 and b3 = 2.4. The Kalman FLL of KFLL-REC
is defined by (34) and (35). The scintillation filters’ parameters
of KFLL-REC are tuned to τH = 300 s, ωH = 2π × 50 rad/s,
and ωL = 2π × 10−5 rad/s with a3 = 1.1 and b3 = 2.4.
The discriminator-based Kalman PLL of KPLL-sKIN is
defined by F1 , Q1 , H1 , and R1 , as described in the previous
section. The innovations are directly computed by the phase
discriminator given in (19). The extended Kalman PLL of
EKPLL-sKIN-ADAPT is defined by F2 , Q2 , H2 , and R2 from
the previous section, and the nonlinear observation equations
are defined in (18).
The results of the proposed algorithms are compared to
the results of the EKPLL-sAR-ADAPT with online parameter
identification via recursive least squares [30] with 2000 points
sliding window [31] following the approach presented in [15].
The RMSE of the scintillation phase φ[k], the scintillation
amplitude ρ[k], and the Doppler phase φD [k] for the different
algorithms are presented in Figures 8, 9 and 10, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Doppler phase estimation RMSEφD .

ADAPT and EKPLL-sAR-ADAPT include the scintillation
amplitude in their processes models, they present a smaller
RMSEρ compared to the other algorithms, with the RMSEρ
of the EKPLL-sKIN-ADAPT being smaller than the of the
benchmark algorithm EKPLL-sAR-ADAPT. The other algorithms are discriminator-based and thus their filters do not
provide an amplitude estimate. The amplitude estimates for
the discriminator-based algorithms are computed as ρ̂[k] =
p
IP2 [k] + Q2P [k]. In Figure 9 their RMSEρ is superimposed
by the black curve of the KPLL-sKIN.
Regarding scintillation mitigation, the RMSEφD of both the
TFLL-REC and the KFLL-REC present the highest values, as
shown in Figure 10, since the traditional and Kalman FLLs
are LOS-only tracking loops. They are less robust to the scintillation effects since their formulation does not encompasses
the scintillation dynamics in closed-loop. On the other hand,
the Kalman PLLs perform better with respect to scintillation
mitigation, with both the KPLL-sKIN and the EKPLL-sKINADAPT presenting smaller RMSEφD when compared to the
benchmark extended Kalman filter with online parameters
identification called EKPLL-sAR-ADAPT.
A time series of scintillation phase and amplitude estimates
is presented in Figure 11, for a time window around the deepest signal fade, with lowest peak of around C/N0 = 10 dB-Hz
occurring at t = 7.3 s. The non adaptive algorithms present
higher difference to the true scintillation phase when the signal
strength is substantially reduced, in general. The estimated
amplitudes are closer to the true scintillation amplitude, re-

10

membering that the amplitude estimates of p
the discriminatorbased algorithms are computed as ρ̂[k] = IP2 [k] + Q2P [k],
and are all superimposed by the black curve. The lowest
amplitudes estimated of EKPLL-sKIN-ADAPT and EKPLLsAR-ADAPT are presented in the data tip boxes, respectively
ρ̂MIN = 0.0005074 and ρ̂MIN = −0.0204, to illustrate the
benefit of the constrained amplitude estimation by the EKPLLsKIN-ADAPT, where the amplitude is constrained to be positive. Depending on the level and duration, a negative amplitude
estimate may lead to divergence of the extended Kalman filter,
and possibly a fine tuning is required to provide a more
conservative estimator.
40
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Since the monitoring algorithm is composed of stable linear filters running in open-loop with the FLL observables
as inputs, its convergence depends on the LOS-only FLLs
convergence. Once there is a loss-of-lock in the FLLs or
a major disturbance, induced by ionospheric scintillation,
the algorithm may produce permanent or temporary spurious
results, respectively. Regarding the mitigation algorithms, even
with critical disturbances induced by scintillation, as occurred
around 7.3 seconds, there is no sharp increase in Doppler
phase RMSEs, showing good mitigation characteristics of the
scintillation effects on the LOS dynamics tracking.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a scintillation phase estimation algorithm
based on linear filtering of observables with complementary
frequency content with a traditional FLL and a Kalman filter
FLL tracking the LOS dynamics only. This proposed algorithm
can be used for online or offline scintillation monitoring. We
also proposed a discriminator-based and an adaptive extended
Kalman PLL, both with scintillation modeled using a suitable
kinematic process model.
The proposed algorithms were evaluated via simulations
with synthetic ionospheric scintillation data. The scintillation
phase estimation results showed the capability of the monitoring algorithm to provide estimates with error comparable to the
Kalman PLL structures employed in mitigation that explicitly
model the scintillation induced effects. The proposed adaptive
extended Kalman PLL presented smaller errors when compared to the considered benchmark adaptive extended Kalman
PLL with online identification of the AR scintillation model
[15]. Both the proposed Kalman PLL presented smaller error
in LOS tracking than the benchmark approach given in [15],
showing their capability of scintillation mitigation. Adding
to this, their structures are simpler than of the benchmark
algorithm, since parameter identification of the scintillation
process model is not required and scintillation amplitude signal
inversions can be naturally handled in the used extended
formulation.
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